Abstract. We study massive (reccurent) sets with respect to a certain random walk S α defined on the integer lattice Z d , d = 1, 2. Our random walk S α is obtained from the simple random walk S on Z d by the procedure of the discrete subordination. S α can be regarded as a discrete space and time counterpart of the symmetric α-stable Lévy process in R d . In the case d = 1 we show that some remarkable proper subsets of Z , e.g. the set P of primes, are massive whereas some proper subsets of P such as Leitmann primes P h are massive/non-massive depending on the function h. Our results can be regarded as an extension of the results of McKeen (1961) about massiveness of the set of primes for the simple random walk in Z 3 . In the case d = 2 we study massiveness of thorns and their proper subsets. The case d > 2 is presented in the forthcomming paper Bendikov and Cygan [2] .
by low moment measures. Recall that some exhaustive results about massive sets with respect to random walks having finite second moment have been obtained in the middle of the last century, see for instance Spitzer [18] , Itô and McKean [9] , Doney [7] , McKean [12] , Dynkin and Yuskhevich [8] .
Perhaps the simplest way to build a low moment random walk is to use the Bochner's idea of subordination (random change of time). Subordination has been used successfully in the context of countinuous time Markov processes. Recently the idea of subordination has been used by Bendikov and Saloff-Coste [4] in the context of discrete time Markov chains.
We recall briefly the construction of a subordinated random walk. Let a random walk X = (X n ) n≥0 with the state space Z d be given. Let τ = (τ n ) n≥0 be a random walk on Z + . We assume that τ and X are independent. The subordinated random walk Y = (Y n ) is defined as Y n = X τn . Notice that even if X has finite second moment the subordinated random walk Y may well have infinite second moment. That is what happens in the basic example of the paper Bendikov and Cygan [2] : X is the simple random walk in Z d (denoted by S) and τ is a discrete version of the classical α-stable subordinator, 0 < α < 2. In this case Y is called the α-stable random walk and is denoted S α .
Evidently the class of massive sets with respect to the random walk Y is non-trivial if and only if Y is transient. For Y = S α the transience occurs if and only if 0 < α < d. In particular, when d ≥ 2, the random walk S α is transient for all 0 < α < 2.
In the paper [2] we concentrate ourselve on the case d ≥ 3 and 0 < α < 2. In this setting any cone is a massive set. Hence the problem becomes nontrivial when we consider thin sets such as thorns. Let t(n) be a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers. We define the thorn T as
Let S be the simple random walk. When the dimension d = 3 the set
is massive with respect to S. In particular any thorn is massive in Z 3 . Thus S-massiveness of the thorns becomes non-trivial when the dimension d ≥ 4. This problem has been completely solved by Itô and McKean in the celebrated paper [9] . Theorem 1.1. [9, Section 6] Let S be the simple random walk. Assume that d ≥ 4 and t(n) = o(n) at ∞. Then T is S-massive if and only if the following condition holds
The main result of the paper [2] is the following statement. Thus Theorem 1.2 can be seen as an extension of the theorem of Itô and McKean. In this paper we study S α -massive sets assuming that the dimension d ≤ 2 and 0 < α < d. In this case S α is transient.
In Section 2 we consider subordinated random walks in Z and study massive sequences {b n } ⊂ Z, e.g. the set P of primes and some of its subsets such as Piatetski-Shapiro primes etc. The results obtained in this section are in spirit of the papers of McKean [12] and Bucy [5] .
In Section 3 we consider α-stable random walks in Z 2 . When 0 < α < 1 the set A = {x = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ Z 2 : x 2 = 0} is not massive, hence we study massive thorns. When 1 ≤ α < 2 the set A is massive, hence we study massive subsequences of A. In both cases we also study massive subthorns, i.e. the sets of the form
where A is a given sequence of integers. One of the main ingredient in our proofs is a very precise lower bound of the S α -capacity. A proof of this bound we provide in the concluding Section 4. Notation. For any two non-negative functions f and g, f (r) ∼ g(r) at a means that lim r→a f (r)/g(r) = 1;
) and g(x) = O(f (x)). We also write f (r) = o(g(r)) at a if lim r→a f (r)/g(r) = 0.
Massive subsets of Z
Let S α , 0 < α < 1, be the subordinated random walk in Z as defined above. S α is transient whence any finite subset of Z is not massive whereas the whole of Z is evidently massive. We study here a proper infinite subsets of Z, for instance the set P of primes. One of the main ingredient in our proofs is the asymptotic of the Green function G α (x, y) obtained in the paper [2, Theorem 2.4],
The second ingredient is the following lower bound of the capacity Cap α (B) associated with S α ,
where |B| is the cardinality of the set B and c = c(α) > 0 is a constant. The proof of the inequality (2.2) will be provided in the concluding Section 4, Corollary 4.2.
An increasing sequence A = {a n : n ∈ N} is called superlinear if it satisfies a n ≥ a n−k + a k , for all 0 < k < n. Theorem 2.1. Let A = {a n : n ∈ N} be superlinear. Then the set A is massive if and only if
Recall that G α (0, a n ) is the expected number of visits to a n of S α started at 0. Applying the Borel-Cantelli lemma we obtain non-massiveness of A.
Suppose that n≥1 a α−1 n = ∞ and A is not massive. Let φ be the equilibrium measure of the set A. For each m ≥ 1 we write n≥1 G α (a n , a m )φ(a n ) = 1.
The equation (2.6) follows from the very definition. Since a n → ∞, the Greenfunction asymptotic (2.1) implies
for some c 1 , c 2 > 0 and any fixed m ≥ 1. The first term tend to 0 by the assumption. Hence we are left to show that the second term tend to zero as well. Let ǫ > 0 be fixed. Since a
where C(M) > 0 depends only on M. This evidently proves (2.7). Now we use superlinearity of the sequence A and show that
This will contradict (2.6) and the proof will be finished. Claim. For some c > 0 and any m, N,
To prove (2.9) we need the following two inequalities:
Since (2.10) and (2.11) can be proved similarly we prove (2.10). By the assumption a m−n ≤ a m − a n we have
m−n ). Taking both sides to the power 1 − α and applying the inequality
we get (2.10). When m < N we have, for some c 1 , c 2 > 0,
Substituting (2.10) and (2.11) in (2.12) we obtain (2.9). For m ≥ N we use (2.10):
Applying now the claim we write
m φ(a m ). The equations (2.7), (2.5) and the dominated convergence theorem yield (2.8).
Corollary 2.2. Let {a n } be an increasing sequence of positive integers such that the sequence ∆a n = a n −a n−1 is non-decreasing. Then {a n } is non-massive if and only if
Proof. The proof of the corollary is identical to that of Bucy [5, Sub-Corollary 4.1]. By the previous theorem it is sufficient to show that a n ≥ a n−k + a k . For any k < n we have
Example 2.3. We show that the condition a n ≥ a n−k + a k in the Theorem 2.1 cannot be dropped. We adjust an example from Bucy [5] to our setting. Let A = n≥1 A n , where
. The set A = {a n } does not satisfy the condition a n ≥ a n−k + a k . Since |A n | → ∞, for all n large enough we can find a k ∈ A n such that a k−1 = a k − 1. Then evidently a k−1 + a 1 > a k because a 1 ≥ 2. We claim that
while the set A is not massive. Indeed, for some c, c ′ > 0 we have
Evidently the capacity Cap α (B) can be estimated as follows
Now using (2.13) we obtain
By the test of massiveness [2, Theorem 3.1] the set A is not massive.
Here are interesting examples of sequences where Theorem 2.1 apply. Let a n = [h(n)], where h is a smoothly varying function of index β > 0, that is, h ∈ C ∞ in some neighbourhood of infinity and satisfies there
Recall from [14] that any regularly varying function f admits an equivalent smoothly varying functionf . Here are some examples of smoothly varying functions
We claim that A = {a n } is S α -massive if and only if β ≤ 1/(1 − α). First assume that β > 1. Let us show that {a n } satisfies the condition a n ≥ a n−k + a k . The function h(x) can be represented in the form h(x) = xv(x) β * , where v(x) is eventually non-decreasing and 1 < β * < β. Indeed, for an appropriately chosen slowly varying function l we have
is again a smoothly varying function of positive index β/β * − 1 > 0, it is eventually increasing. Hence
Using monotonicity of v we continue 
By Theorem 2.1 the set
where l # is the de Bruijn conjugate of the function l, that is, the slowly varying function which is unique up to the asymptotic equivalence and
). Applying the inequality (2.2) we get
for some c 3 > 0. The claim follows. It is very unlikely that the set P = {p n : n ∈ N} of successive primes satisfies the condition p n > p n−k + p k . What is true is that the successive differences ∆p n = p n − p n−1 do not form an increasing sequence. Indeed, it is easy to show that for any A > 0 the set of p n ∈ P such that p n+1 − p n ≥ A is infinite. On the other hand, according to the recent paper of Zhang [19] the set of n such that p n+1 − p n < B is also infinite for some B > 0. Thus we cannot relay on Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2.
In order to study S α -massiveness of the set of prime numbers or its subsets we apply the test of massiveness. We owe to say that our work was strongly inspired by the paper of McKean [12] about massiveness of the set of primes with respect to the simple random walk in Z 3 .
Theorem 2.4. The set of primes P is S α -massive for all 0 < α < 1.
Proof. Let P n = P ∩[2 n , 2 n+1 ). Let π(x) be the density function of the sequence {p n } of successive primes. By the Prime Numbers Theorem,
for some constants c 1 , c 2 > 0. The inequality (2.2) yields
for some c 3 , c 4 > 0. Finally applying the test of massiveness we obtain
Examples below show that there are non-trivial proper subsets of P which are S α -massive.
Example 2.5. Let h be a smoothly varying function of index β > 0. Assume that h satisfies the conditions from the paper Leitmann [11] (1977) (see also recent paper Mirek [13] ). For instance, h is one of the following functions
Let P h be the set of primes of the form p = [h(n)] and
It was shown in [11] that
where φ is inverse of h and β ∈ [1, 12 11 ). Among the variety of the classes P h we would like to mention the class P β of Piatetski-Shapiro primes Piatetski-Shapiro [15] (1953) which is defined by the function h(x) = x β . It has been recently proved in Rivat and Sargos [16] that for the class P β the interval [1, 12 11 ) can be enlarged to [1, 2817 2426 ). Claim. The set P β is not S α -massive for all α in the interval (0,
2817
). Indeed, by Theorem 2.1 it is enough to check that ) and α + 1/β < 1. We have
The claim follows.
On the other hand, choose h(x) = x log C x, C > 0. Let us show that the set P h is S α -massive for all 0 < α < 1. Indeed, we have
As in the proof of Theorem 2.4 we obtain
At last the test of massiveness yields the result. 
The set B is S α -massive if and only if 1 ≤ α < 2.
Proof. Let s α (n) be the projection of S α (n) on the set {0} × Z. Evidently the set B is S α -massive if and only if the random walk {s α (n)} is reccurent. The characteristic function of the random variable S α (1) is
It follows that the characteristic function h α (ξ) of s α (1) is
Let p(n) be the probability of return to 0 in n steps defined by the random walk {s α (n)}, then taking the inverse Fourier transform we obtain
It follows that
if and only if 0 < α < 1. By the well known criterion of transience, s α (n) is transient.
A set A ⊂ Z 2 is called radially bounded if there exists N > 0 such that for any r > 0 #{a ∈ A : a ∞ = r} ≤ N.
A radially bounded set A is called superlinear if the set of numbers { x ∞ : x ∈ A} enumerated in the increasing order is superlinear as defined at (2.3).
Let B = N × {0}. When B is not S α -massive (i.e. 0 < α < 1) none of the radially bounded sets is S α -massive whereas if B is S α -massive (i.e. 1 ≤ α < 2) among radially bounded sets there are S α -massive as well as non-S α -massive sets. Proof of this statement follows line by line the proof of Theorem 2.1. When 0 < α < 1 the set B = {0} × N is not S α -massive whereas any cone around B is massive. We study massiveness of thorns T defined as,
Theorem 3.3. The thorn T as defined above is S α -massive if and only if
The proof of this statement is similar to that of [2, Theorem 4.4] which is related to the lattice
Let A be a subset of the set B = {0} × N. Let T be a thorn. We define a subthorn T A related to A as Figure 1 . The subthorn.
be the density function of the set A, where l(n) → ∞. Assume that both t(n) and π A (n) are doubling. Then the subthorn
Proof. We define the subthorns
and apply the test of massiveness. We have
At last the test of massiveness yields the result.
Example 3.5. 1. Assume that t(n) = n/ log log n and A be the set of primes P. By the Proposition 3.4 the subthorn T P is S α -massive in Z 2 for all 0 < α < 1. Indeed, we have L(2 n ) l(2 n ) ≍ n log n and since 1 − α/2 < 1 the series in (3.2) diverges. 2. Assume that t(n) = n/(log n) γ for some 0 < γ < 1 and let A = P as above. Let us show that for all α ∈ I = [ 2γ 1+γ
, 1) the subthorn T P is S α -massive. Observe that by our assumption the interval I is not empty. We have
Since 0 < γ < 1 the series in (3.2) diverges.
Whether T P is non-massive for all/some α ∈ (0, 2γ 1+γ
) is an open question at the present writing.
Capacity bounds
The aim of this section is to comment on the proof of a general capacity lower bound Various versions of this inequality have been used repeatedly in the previous two sections of this work and in the forthcoming paper [2] .
Let (X, d, m) be a locally compact separable metric measure space equipped with a regular Dirichlet form (E, F ), F ⊂ L 2 (m). Consider a Nash-type inequality The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on two crucial ingredients.
